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Names of all other charity trustees during the period, if any, (for example, those who resigned part way
through the financial period)
Name
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Bob Cawthorne

Resigned 28/2/2019

Structure, governance and management
Type of governing
document

Constitution

Trustee recruitment and
appointment

Nominations at AGM and co-options at other times.

Objectives and activities
Charitable purposes

The purpose of the organisation is to provide recreational facilities and
advance the social needs, health and well being of men of all ages and
backgrounds living in Ellon and surrounding area

Summary of the main activities
in relation to these objects

a) Creating, developing and maintaining a facility, namely a Men's Shed.
b) Offering opportunities for men in the Ellon area to meet and undertake
creative, physical, purposeful and recreational activities of their choice.
c) Reducing isolation of men in the area thus contributing to their physical
and mental wellbeing.
d) Developing the capacity of men in the Ellon area to share their skills
and knowledge with others in the community.
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Summary of the main achievements of
the charity during the financial period

It has been another busy year. Prior to the onset of the virus, the shed
saw a great number visitors on a weekly basis-last years’ average was 50
per week. We have been successful in having our lease extended until
October 2025 and we again have also managed to achieve exemption
from water rates. Our finances remain in the black, and we have a
comfortable bank balance at the moment. The shed facilities are being put
to good use by our members.
We have modified the workshop lay-out, and carried out improvements to
the dust extraction system. We replaced the chop saw, following its
predecessor’s catastrophic failure. We have purchased a tool grinding
system which will allow us to improve the sharpness quality of our wood
turning tools. Wood working remains the favourite workshop activity. The
members have carried out numerous projects during the last 12 months,
the main ones being furniture construction for a local business,
refurbished several pieces of furniture for local residents, courtesy of
Harry Emslie.
We carried out an exercise with the Boys Brigade in assisting the boys to
make snazzy mobile phone docking stations.
We have completed flooring all the loft area. The loft bays have been
assigned to the groups who have begun to modify them out to suit their
individual requirements. We decided to seek quotes for insulating the loft
roof, have had quotes from several companies. We now have to complete
installation of more new lighting in the loft.
In the garden we have constructed half a dozen raised beds and installed
the second greenhouse. There was a good crop of vegetables and flowers
grown there. The garden group are well on the way with construction of
the poly-tunnel, generously donated by Mr John Davidson of Craigdam,
and when we re-open the shed, this will be given its new polythene
overcoat.
We also constructed four low level raised beds for the Gordon Park
Nursery with a view of getting the kids into gardening.
At the end of 2018, we took possession of a large residential caravan,
which, required a bit of work to get it into a satisfactory condition. The
caravan was re-decorated and new electrics installed. This caravan is
now part of the Ellon Men’s Shed social amenities. The music group make
great use of this as a place they can practice. We converted one of the
small rooms into a computer suite. We received a very generous grant
from Ellon Rotary, which we used to purchase two new desk top
computers. We also converted another of the rooms into a shop, where
we sell items made by shedders to the public in order to boost funds.
The original model railway construction progresses on a weekly basis, and
in June, we took possession of a second model railway, which will be
installed in the loft area.
In April 2019, we held one of our annual quiz nights at the Golf Club,
which was well supported and helped to raise our funds.
In June last year, we purchased a large gas barbeque, and have had
frequent alfresco lunches, courtesy of our excellent chef, Charlie Forrest.
This proved to be so popular that we continued with this event most
Tuesdays throughout the winter months.
The photographic club continue to make use of the shed for some of their
meetings. I am particularly pleased that other groups are now making use
of the shed, and I am enthusiastic that we open the shed to these kinds of
events.
The motorbike group completed the refurbishment of the Piaggio moped,
which was subsequently sold. This group then purchased two BSA
Bantams in very poor condition. These were refurbished over the winter
period, and both of these have gone to new homes.
The shed open days in May and December 2019 were a resounding
success, with a constant stream of visitors to the shed, where home
bakes, cakes, tea, coffee and soup was on offer. We were also asked if
we could refurbish a small boat, which was duly delivered to the shed last
year. Sadly, this was not suitable for repair. We subsequently donated this
to an old folks’ home in Inverurie for use as a planter.
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Brief statement of the charity’s policy
on reserves

Details of any deficit

We aim to maintain reserves amounting to 3 months’ running costs.

No deficits

Donated facilities and services (if any)

The trustees declare that they have approved the trustees’ report above.
Signed on behalf of the charity’s trustees
Signature(s)

Full name(s)

Position (e.g. Chair)

Date
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